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One of the main scientific directions of the Institute of Nuclear Physics is the nuclear
analytical technique, especially, neutron activation analysis. The main objects of analysis are
rocks, ores, water, pure materials and alloys, soil, fertilizers, plants, foods, biological liquids and
tissues, etc. There were elaborated and are in use multielemental analytical techniques for these
samples.

Using cyclotron (accelerated charged particles) the analytical techniques have been
elaborated especially for high sensitive determination of oxygen in various materials.

Using neutron generator rapid analytical techniques were elaborated for determination of
oxygen and other elements. Technique of determination of distribution of hydrogen nuclides is
used in study material for thermal nuclear reactors.

High sensitive and productive technique of determination of gold and accompanying
elements were used in study of geochemistry of gold and gold prospecting. For geology and
mining industry the automated system has been created for determination of gold and 10
additional elements with the capacity of 70,000 samples of large grain size of ores and rocks per
year. For using of activation analysis in the field or at factories transportable system with nuclide
neutron sources (252Cf and 124Sb-Be) has been constructed. There were also elaborated the
techniques of prompt gamma analysis for geology and mining industry.

If necessary to increase the sensitivity of determination there were elaborated techniques
with radiochemical separation. These methods were used for studying of geochemistry of
elements of Pt group, lanthanides, gold and silver. As a result there were elaborated processes of
gold and silver extraction from wastes and Re, Sc, Te by production. These results allowed to
create joint laboratories at gold producing factory, uranium producing factory, nonferrous metals
factory, Ministry of geology, Ministry of internal affairs etc.

Studies of human liquids and tissues allowed to find significant correlations of human
elemental status and some diseases. Now this technique is used as an additional diagnostic tool.

The correlations were also found between soil elemental composition and cotton harvest.
Mapping of the fields according to trace elements concentration in soil and addition of deficient
elements allowed to increase significantly the cotton harvest.

Wide scale of work was carried out in the environment monitoring of background, impact
and heavily contaminated areas.

At present within the STCU grant the radioanalytical center has been created which is
equipped with modern devices. This allows to enhance the analytical capacity including the
international programs.
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